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*Corrispondence: 

 

 

Migraine is particularly common in patients with multiple sclerosis (MS), and has 

been linked to the dysfunction of the brain circuitry modulating the peripheral 
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nociceptive stimuli. Using MRI, we explored whether changes in the resting state-

functional connectivity (RS-FC) may characterize the occurrence of migraine in 

patients with MS. 

The RS-FC characteristics in concerned brain regions were explored in 20 MS 

patients with migraine (MS+M) during the interictal phase, and compared with 19 

MS patients without migraine (MS-M) which served as a control group. Functional 

differences were correlated to the frequency and severity of previous migraine 

attacks, and with the resulting impact on daily activities. 

In MS+M, the loss of periaqueductal gray matter (PAG) positive connectivity with 

the default mode network and the left  posterior cranial pons was associated with an 

increase of migraine attacks frequency. In contrast, the loss of PAG negative 

connectivity with sensorimotor and visual network was linked to migraine symptom 

severity and related daily activities impact. Finally, a PAG negative connection was 

established with the prefrontal executive control network.  in Migraine in MS+M 

patients and its impact on daily activities, underlies RS-FC rearrangements between 

brain regions involved in pain perception and modulation. 
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Contribution to the field 

Migraine is particularly common in patients with multiple sclerosis (MS), and has 

been linked to the dysfunction of the brain circuitry modulating the peripheral 

nociceptive stimuli. Using Magnetic resonance imaging, we explored whether 

changes in the resting state-functional connectivity (RS-FC) may characterize the 

occurrence of migraine in patients with MS. Our findings provide potential fMRI 

markers for connectivity abnormalities affecting MS patients with migraine outside 

pain episodes. The breakdown of physiologically diverging patterns of 

periaqueductal gray matter (PAG) connectivity are associated 

with migraine attack frequency and severity and may be useful to design anatomo-

functional targets for emerging treatment strategies in MS patients with migraine 

such as non-invasive cerebral transcranial stimulation. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Migraine affects up to 43% of patients with multiple sclerosis (MS), with a 

significantly higher prevalence than in the general population
1
. In MS-unrelated 

migraine, clinical and electrophysiology studies have shown that the development of 

attacks is linked to the dysfunctions in the interaction between areas of the brain 

network deputed to pain stimuli palliation and processing
2, 3

. In this circuit, the 

periaqueductal gray matter (PAG) has a pivotal role in the modulation of peripheral 

hyperexcitability developing along the trigemino-vascular system
2, 3

. Understanding 

neurophysiological changes occurring between the PAG and its connected brain 

regions in patients with MS, could be important to develop future specific pain 

intervention strategies, such as non-invasive transcranial stimulation
4, 5

. To the best 

of our knowledge, there are few previous studies in the literature which specifically 
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assessed the occurrence of PAG demyelinating lesions in MS patients with migraine, 

and the relationship between such lesions and patients’ symptoms severity remains 

controversial. Indeed, whereas a previous study showed an increased risk of lesion 

occurrence in migraineurs MS patients [Gee at al, Headache 2005], two others did 

not find any relationship with migraine symptoms [Tortorella et al, J Neurol Sci 

2006; Papadopoulou, Mult Scler Rel Dis 2014] (see also [Seixas et al, Neuroim 

Clinical, 2014] for a review). The spontaneous functional MRI dynamics occurring 

between brain regions can be assessed using the resting-state functional connectivity 

(RS-FC)
6
 technique. In healthy subjects, RS-FC identified the brain regions 

exhibiting significant connectivity with the PAG
7, 8

. These regions encompassed the 

so-called pain modulatory network (PMN)
8
. Notably, the PAG exhibited either 

positive or negative connectivity with other brain regions
7, 8

, respectively indicating 

functional integration or segregation
9, 10

.  

The aim of the present work was to investigate the neural based of the occurrence of 

migraine in MS patients. Specifically, we tested whether RS-FC modifications of the 

PAG, and the connected pain processing circuitry regions, may characterize the 

occurrence of migraine in patients with MS. Because MS disease exerts per se a 

large and widespread impact on the brain functional organization {Pantano, 2015 

#287;Rocca, 2015 #288}, in order to specifically capture the effect of migraine 

occurrence, we assessed functional differences in MS patients with migraine 

(MS+M) against a group of MS patients without migraine (MS-M) who were 

matched for their demographic, neurological, neuropsychological, education and 

treatment characteristics. We tested whether: 1) the presence of migraine affects the 

connectivity between the PAG and regions that are either positively and/or 
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negatively connected, and 2) whether migraine symptoms are associated with any of 

the encountered changes. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Participants 

Twenty MS+M and 19 matched MS-M patients were consecutively enrolled at the 

MS center of Civic Hospital in Lugano (Ticino, Switzerland). All patients were 

right-handed, between 20 and 55 years old, with relapsing-remitting MS according to 

McDonald criteria
11

. They were relapse- and steroid-free for at least three months 

and were not on any analgesic medication at the time of the study. 

Patients with migraine had to fulfil additional inclusion criteria: 1) diagnosis of 

episodic migraine with at least 1 attack per month or chronic migraine according to 

the International Headache Society criteria (ICHD 2013). 2) no acute migraine 

attacks within the 72 hours prior to the scanning session. 3) no treatment with 

psychotropic medications, like antidepressant and/or antiepileptic agents. 4) no 

migraine prophylactic treatments. Patients with significant medical illness or 

substance abuse that could have interfered with cognitive functioning, other major 

systemic, psychiatric or neurological diseases, and history of alcohol/drug abuse, 

were excluded. 

 

Clinical assessment 

On the day of MRI acquisition all patients underwent Expand Disability Status Scale 

(EDSS) assessment. In MS+M, migraine disease duration and the number of 

monthly migraine days (MMD) during the last month according to patient’s migraine 

diary were captured. The patients were asked to indicate average pain intensity 
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during migraine attacks of the last two months on a 10-cm visual analogue scale 

(VAS-P) (0 no pain, 10 maximum unbearable pain). They completed the six-item 

Headache Impact Test (HIT-6)
12

 to assess grade of impact on daily life activity. 

Within 48 hours after MRI acquisition, all patients attended a semi-structured 

interview investigating depression and anxiety symptoms using the Hamilton 

depression rating scale (HDRS)
13

 and Hamilton anxiety rating scale (HAM-A)
14

. All 

patients were relapse- and steroid-free for at least three months, with unchanged MS 

modifying treatment during 6 months before MRI acquisition.  

 

MRI data acquisition 

All data were acquired on a single 3.0T scanner (Siemens Skyra, Erlangen, 

Germany), using a 20-channel head coil. Anatomical images consisted of 

Magnetization-Prepared-Rapid- Gradient-Echo (MPRAGE) 3D T1-weighted (TR= 

1900ms; TE=2.1ms; TI=900ms; FOV=240mm
2
; matrix=256x256; voxel 

size=0.9x0.9x0.9 mm
3
), and 3D Dark-Fluid T2-weighted (TR=5000ms; TE=394ms; 

TI=1800ms; FOV=240x240mm
2
; matrix=256x256; voxel size=0.9x0.9x0.9mm

3
) 

sequences. RS-FC data were obtained by using a BOLD single-shot echo-planar 

sequence (TR=1800ms; TE=30ms; flip angle=90°; FOV=240mm
2
; matrix=64x64; 

slices number=32; slice thickness=4mm; gap=0; voxel size = 3.75 x 3.75 x 4 mm; 

volumes=230; acceleration factor=2; scan duration=6’54’’). During rs-fMRI data 

acquisition, participants were asked to keep their eyes closed. As we used a 

multichannel coil and focused our analyses on the PAG, a deeply-located brainstem 

structure, pre-scan signal intensity normalization was applied to optimize signal 

homogeneity
15

.  
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Structural data analysis:  

T2-visible lesions were automatically segmented on the 3D‐Dark‐Fluid images using 

Lesion Segmentation Toolbox (LST) (http://www.statistical-modelling.de/lst.html). 

Subsequent manual refinement was performed by an experienced Neuroradiologist 

(E.P.) using MRIcron (https://www.nitrc.org/projects/mricron). The resulting volume 

(T2-LV) was recorded for each patient. The corresponding segmentations were used 

to refill T1-weighted images with voxels of similar signal intensity to that of the 

adjacent white matter (WM) before these were submitted to further analyses, in order 

to reduce tissue segmentation bias. Normalized brain volume (NBV), grey matter 

(GM) volume (NGMV) and WM volume (NWMV) were estimated on 

3D‐MPRAGE images, using Structural Imaging Evaluation of Normalized Atrophy - 

cross-sectional (SIENAx), part of FSL. Finally, T2-lesion probability maps (T2-

LPM) were generated by voxel-wise comparison of the lesions spatial frequency, 

using the non-parametric Liebermeister test with ‘non parametric mapping’ (NPM-

www.mricro.com).  

 

Functional data preparation 

All BOLD analyses were conducted with the Functional Connectivity toolbox 

(CONN) v17f (https://www.nitrc.org/projects/conn)
17

. Because the standard 

regression of the whole brain signal, a preprocessing option used to remove noise, 

may bias the estimation of the negative correlations
18

, we employed the software 

embedded CompCor tool instead
19

. This corrects for physiological noise by 

regressing out the principal components from the white matter and cerebral spinal 

fluid, where the signal is unlikely related to neural activity. Time-series images were 

realigned, slice timing corrected, normalized into the Montreal Neurological Institute 

(MNI) standard space, and spatially-smoothed with a 6mm-FWHM filter to improve 

https://www.nitrc.org/projects/mricron
http://www.mricro.com/
https://www.nitrc.org/projects/conn
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between-subjects comparability. GM, WM and cerebrospinal fluid segmentations 

maps were obtained. Subject head motion confound was accounted using functional 

outlier detection, by running the Artifact Detection Tools (ART, 

https://www.nitrc.org/projects/artifact_detect) based algorithm in CONN. Outlier 

volumes were identified via framewise displacement using default parameters 

(>0.9mm frame-wise displacement), and then regressed out. Furthermore, by using 

CompCor, the estimated subject-motion parameters (3 translation, 3 rotation plus 

their associated first-order derivatives) were regressed out from the BOLD time 

series. Time courses were de-trended and filtered (0.01-0.08 Hz) to retain the low 

frequency fluctuations (LFF) range.  

 

 

PAG connectivity analysis 

All RS bold signal analyses were restricted to the GM by employing the previously 

generated tissue masks. By employing previously described anatomical and 

functional descriptions of the PAG as references [Ezra, HBM 2015; Linnman, 

Neuroimage 2012], a 3-mm radius spherical ROI was visually drawn at the level of 

the PAG on the high-resolution T1-weighted image of each patient (Figure S1). 

Seeds were subsequently transferred into the MNI standard space and served as 

origins for the seed-to-voxel analyses Seed-based connectivity maps were calculated 

using Fisher-transformed bivariate correlation coefficients, with time series being 

centered to zero mean. All cluster-level inferences were conducted with parametric 

statistics performed using CONN. One-sample t-test statistics are then performed, 

with the positive and negative directionality reflecting the positive and negative 

correlation sign against zero.  Differences between groups were assessed with two-
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sample t-tests, with positive and negative contrasts conducted separately 

corresponding to one-side comparison. Analyses were adjusted for age and gender. 

The employed cluster height significance threshold was P<0.01 uncorrected, with a 

cluster-size level threshold of P<0.05 corrected with false discovery rate (FDR). .  

In order to combine the voxel-wise analysis performed in our specific groups of 

patients with a regions-of-interest approach using ROIs taken from the literature, we 

used the regions identified by Shirer at Al. [Shirer et al] because: i. they derive from 

a data-driven approach, ii they are freely available, and iii. they have been employed 

in several previous studies [Chen et al. Neuroimage: clinical 2021; Luo, et al, HBM 

2021; Zarifkar, Parkinson and Rel Dis. 2021]. While we initially performed analyses 

in ROIs from all the available networks, we subsequently decided to focus on those 

networks that overlap with clusters of PAG connectivity. In order to determine the 

PAG connectivity relationships with respect to the main intrinsic connectivity brain 

networks (ICNs), the resulting clusters were overlaid on the ICNs anatomical maps 

provided in
20

. These include the default mode network (DMN), the basal ganglia 

network (BGN), sensorimotor network (SMN), higher visual network (HVN), 

auditory network (AN), executive control network (ECN), posterior salience network 

(PSN) (Figure S2). 

For each comparison, all clusters overlapping on one single ICN were averaged 

together and the resulting functionally defined region-of-interest (fROI) was named 

with that particular ICN.  

Clusters without ICN overlap were named according to their specific anatomical 

peak. For each of the resulting fROI, average RS-FC values were extracted using 

REX (https://www.nitrc.org/projects/rex/) for regional analyses.  

https://www.nitrc.org/projects/rex/
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Finally, patients’ migraine VAS, HIT-6 and MMD scores were correlated with the 

average RS-FC values extracted from the clusters obtained in the seed-to-voxel 

between-groups comparison map 

Additional statistical analysis 

The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to verify normal distribution of demographic data, 

clinical variables and structural MRI measurements. Chi-square test or Fisher’s exact 

test and Mann–Whitney U-test were applied to investigate between-group 

differences, Spearman's Rank-Order Correlation to test associations between clinical 

and RS-FC measurements. Significance level was set at P<0.05 after Bonferroni 

correction for multiple comparisons. Data were analyzed using the statistical 

software package SPSS (version 25.0).  

 

RESULTS 

Demographic, clinical and structural MRI characteristics 

Table 1 summarizes the main demographic, clinical and MRI structural 

characteristics of the patients. The two study groups were matched for gender, age, 

disability and MS-related disease duration. The proportion of patients on MS disease 

modifying treatment (p= 0.65) as well as anxiety and depression symptoms severity 

were similar between groups (respectively p=0.38 and p=0.36). 

Also, no significant between-group difference was detected for normalized brain, 

GM, WM, overall T2 lesion volume and spatial distribution (images not shown).  

MS+M patients had an average migraine disease duration of 4.5 (IQR=2-17) years, 

six (30%) had migraine with aura who did not differ for demographic, clinical and 

structural parameters with respect to patients without aura; p=0.74. The median HIT-

6 score was 62 (IQR=57-68), MMD 6 (IQR=3-8) days, and VAS-P score 7 (IQR=6-
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8). MMD was not significantly correlated with HIT-6 (rho=-0.246, P=0.148) and 

VAS-P scores (rho=-0.232, p=0.162), whereas the HIT-6 scores were significantly 

correlated with VAS-P scores (rho=0.374, p=0.05). No patient had any migraine 

attack the day following MRI. 

 

RS-FC 

Head movements (along the 3 translation and 3 rotation axes) did not significantly 

differ between groups (FDR-corrected P=0.19-0.80, two-sample t-test). Both groups 

exhibited positive and negative correlations with the PAG (P<0.05, cluster-size 

FDR-corrected - Figure 1, Table S1). Figure S2 further illustrates the clusters with 

spatial overlap with the principal ICNs. No cluster exhibited spatial overlap with two 

or more different ICNs. 

In MS-M patients, positive connections were present between PAG and the default 

mode network (DMN), and between the PAG and basal ganglia network (BGN) (T 

range=4.01-8.02). PAG positively-correlated areas outside the main ICNs were 

present in the cerebellum hemisphere (T=5.78), vermis (T=5.96) and in the Left 

Posterior caudal pons (L-PoCP) (T=3.46). Negative connections were present 

between PAG, the sensorimotor (right-SMN T=-6.17; left-SMN T=-5.57), extra-

striate high visual (right-HVN T=-6.05; left-HVN T=-5.61) and auditory networks 

(right-AuN T=-4.89; left-AuN T=-4.62) (Table S1, Figure 1). In MS+M patients a 

relatively smaller number of clusters with positive connectivity was present, 

specifically at the level of the vermis (T=7.43), right cerebellar hemisphere ( 

T=5.58), DMN regions (T range=2.9-4.43) and BGN regions (T range=2.96-6.37). 

Negatively-correlated clusters were detected at the level of the executive control 

(left-ECN T=-5.64; right-ECN T=-5.08) and posterior salience (left-pSN T=-5.19; 
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right-pSN T=-4.68) networks, in the left (T=-5.56) and right (T=-3.62) inferior 

temporal gyrus, and left gyrus rectus (T=-5.11) (Figure 1) 

PAG connectivity differed in several brain regions between MS+M and MS-M 

patients (Table 2, Figure 2). Because such variations could correspond to either RS-

FC decrease or increase with respect to areas either positively or negatively 

connected with the PAG, results were laid over MS-M patients’ PAG connectivity 

maps for reference. Three distinct patterns of connectivity changes emerged, and 

their values distribution between the groups are presented by the boxplots in Figure 

3. Pattern 1 included the fROIs with PAG positive connectivity reduction, 

specifically confined to the L-PoCP, vermis, BGN, and DMN. Pattern 2 

encompassed the fROIs with PAG negative connectivity reduction located in the 

SMN and HVN. Pattern 3 was characterized by inversion from positive to negative 

connectivity in the dorsal prefrontal areas corresponding to the ECN.  

 

Association between functional changes and migraine symptoms  

Table 3 illustrates the correlations of the PAG RS-FC with the frequency and 

severity of migraine attacks, and with the HIT-6 score. The corresponding values 

distribution are reported in Figure 4.  

In Pattern 1 fROIs, despite the PAG DMN and L-PoCP connectivity was reduced 

compared to MS-M, a positive relationship was found between MMD and the L-

PoCP (rho=0.56) and between MMD and DMN (rho=0.54), linking higher MMD to 

a stronger PAG connectivity. In Pattern 2 fROIs a positive correlation was observed 

between the SMN connectivity strength and the HIT-6 (rho=0.54) and VAS-P scores 

(rho=0.57). This reduction of negative connectivity corresponds to a more severe 

impact and symptoms’ perception.  
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For Pattern 3 fROIs, inverse correlations between the ECN connectivity and MMD 

(rho=-0.45).  

 

 

DISCUSSION  

This study provided two main results. First, concurring with findings in healthy 

subjects
7, 8

, the intrinsic PAG connectivity organization in MS-M was characterized 

by positive connectivity with brainstem, thalamic, BGN and DMN regions, as well 

as negative connectivity with unimodal (sensorimotor, visual, auditory) ICN regions, 

putative markers of network integration and segregation. Secondly, the occurrence of 

migraine in MS patients was not related to the T2-visible lesion load and/or spatial 

frequency, but was associated with the loss of positive and negative connectivity, 

respectively linked to the frequency and severity of the attacks.  

In line with findings in healthy subjects
7, 8

, in MS-M patients the PAG displayed 

positive connectivity with cortical areas belonging to the DMN, but also deep 

structures such as the basal ganglia and the brainstem, the so-called “PMN”
8, 21

. 

Additionally, the PAG was negatively connected with unimodal sensory (i.e. 

sensorimotor, visual, auditory) regions. The presence of RS-FC negative correlation 

(or anti-correlation) has been widely documented
9, 22, 23

 and further supported by 

magnetoencephalography recordings of the spontaneous brain activity
24

. Whereas 

positive correlations are thought to reflect synchronization and integration of 

neuronal activity and information processing, negative correlations were 

hypothesized to represent segregation of neuronal activity between areas involved in 

competing functions
9, 10

 mediated by higher level ICNs inhibitory networks
25

. Our 

interpretation is based on previous evidence about the functional significance of 
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negative correlations in healthy subjects (e.g. Kelly, Uddin, Biswal, Castellanos, & 

Milham, 2008) and neurological patients (e.g. Baldassarre et al., 2014). In particular, 

a series of studies conducted in stroke patients (reviewed in Baldassarre, Ramsey, 

Siegel, Shulman, & Corbetta, 2016) have indicated that the behavioral deficits 

following stroke are associated with both reduced inter-hemispheric functional 

connectivity and reduced anti-correlation between the fronto-parietal and the default 

mode networks. In our study group, MS+M showed three distinct patterns of PAG 

connectivity reorganization between pain episodes. The most extensive 

rearrangement (Pattern 1) corresponded to the decreased positive RS-FC between the 

PAG and regions belonging to the DMN, BGN, cerebellum and L-PoCP. Notably, 

the PoCP corresponds to the anatomical site of the trigeminal nucleus, found to elicit 

BOLD signal response to facial nociceptive stimuli
26

. Thus, migraine in MS patients 

implicates an extensive impairment of the functional integration between the main 

cortical regions supporting spontaneous brain function, the DMN
20

. The DMN and 

L-PoCP connectivity were also related to patients’ MMD. Although the MS+M 

patients experienced a substantial decrease in the positive RS-FC from the PAG 

compared to MS-M patients, the residual DMN and L-PoCP connectivity strength 

was directly correlated to a higher MMD. Because the connectivity between DMN 

and L-PoCP was reduced in MS+M patients, we argue that its residual strength 

might represent an adaptive mechanism in response to relatively more frequent 

attack recurrence. However, dedicated subregional connectivity studies (such as in 

[Schulte, Neuroimage 2016]) are needed to clarify the specific characteristics of the 

PAG connectivity with the trigeminal nucleus.Pattern 2 consisted of the functional 

segregation loss between the PAG and the SMN, and PAG and HVN. SMN and 

PAG are both activated during nociceptive fMRI tasks
27

, however, these two regions 
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normally show negative connectivity in healthy subjects
7, 8

, a result replicated in our 

MS-M patients group. As migraine is known to be associated with increased 

excitability in the sensorimotor cortex
28, 29

, we speculate that a failure to maintain 

interictal physiological network segregation may result in an aberrant SMN 

hyperexcitability within pain processing pathways.  

Pattern 3 enclosed the occurrence of negative connectivity with prefrontal regions 

belonging to the ECN. The prefrontal cortex is considered the main source of 

cognitive control over pain perception
2, 30

. In non-MS migraineurs, a higher MMD 

was indeed linked to a decreased connectivity between the PAG and several 

prefrontal regions, whose interictal dysfunction could promote attack 

precipitations
21

. A similar inverse relationship between the PAG-to-ECN strength 

and patients’ MMD was observed in our patients, although this correlation did not 

remain significant after adjusting for multiple comparisons.  

The extended decrease of PAG connectivity in our MS+M patients appears different 

from the general increase of connectivity between the PAG and other regions
5, 21

. 

This might be explained by differences in the assessment and interpretation of the 

negative connectivity changes. Alternatively, one may hypothesize an influence of 

MS-related demyelination and/or degeneration,
27

 but the extent and spatial 

distribution frequency of demyelinating plaques, and the brain volumes, were similar 

between MS-M and MS+M patients.  

Our study is not without limitations. Our sample size was relatively small, a fact that 

led to a limited statistical power. Furthermore, we did not investigate whether the 

functional modifications detected in our patients were specific to the MS-related 

migraine condition, or share similarities with otherwise healthy migraineurs. Future 

investigations, including patients with MS-unrelated migraine and healthy subjects, 
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are warranted to clarify this point. In line with the demographic characteristics of the 

population of MS patients, our study group included more females than males. 

Importantly, gender-related differences were demonstrated in the RS-FC patterns of 

several brain areas implicated in pain processing, including the anterior cingulate 

cortex, the insula, the parahippocampal gyrus, the midcingulate cortex, and the 

temporal pole [Coulombe, HBM 2016]. Whereas our RS-FC analyses were adjusted 

for gender as a covariate, future studies assessing the effect of gender are warranted 

to provide a specific framework of the circuitries underlying pain processing in male 

and female MS patients with migraine. Finally, we lack pain stimuli evoked data 

acquired right before, during and immediately after nociceptive stimulation, that may 

be useful to dynamically assess the causative relationships underlying the PAG 

connectivity variations. 

In conclusion, we showed a breakdown of physiologically diverging patterns of PAG 

connectivity in MS patients with migraine, which were linked to symptoms severity 

and impact on daily life activities.  
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Table 1. Main demographic, clinical and structural MRI characteristics in MS+M 

and MS-M patients. 

 MS+M MS-M P 

N 20 19 
 

Men/Women 3/17 3/16 0.27
$

 

Median Age (IQR) 39.8 (30-47.3) 43.2 (35-46.9) 0.59
#

 

Median EDSS (IQR) 
2.5 (2-3) 2.5 (2-3) 0.77

#

 

Median MS DD (yrs) 

(IQR) 
6.5 (2-9) 8.0 (4-12) 0.21

#

 

Median migraine DD 

(yrs) (IQR) 
4.5 (2-17) - - 

Frequencies of patients 

on DMT for MS (oral, 

injectable, infusion) 

20 (30%; 45%; 25%) 19 (42%; 32%; 26%) 0.65* 

Median HAM (IQR) 13 (7-18) 11 (3-17) 0.38
#

 

Media HDRS 8 (4-15) 10 (6-15) 0.36
#

 

Number of MMD (day 

/mo.) (IQR) 
6 (3-8) - - 

Median VAS-P (IQR) 7 (6-8)   

Median HIT-6 (IQR) 62 (57-68) - - 

Median T2 lesion 

volume ml (IQR) 
3.3 (3.0-3.8) 3.1 (2.8-3.6) 0.66

#

 

Median NBV ml (IQR) 1514 (1421-1593) 1501 (1442-1551) 0.31
#

 

Median NWMV ml 

(IQR) 
713 (663-762) 686 (672-716) 0.31

#
 

Median NGMV ml 

(IQR) 
799 (750-840) 802 (739-831) 0.96

#
 

Abbreviations: MRI = Magnetic Resonance Imaging; MS+M = Multiple sclerosis 

patients with migraine; MS-M =Multiple sclerosis patients without migraine; IQR = 
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Interquartile range; EDSS = Expand Disability Status Scale; DD = Disease duration; 

MMD = Monthly migraine days; VAS-P= Visual analogue scale; HIT-6 =  Six-item 

headache impact; HAM-A = Hamilton anxiety symptoms; HDRS = Hamilton 

depression rating scale; NBV = Normalized brain volume; NWMV = Normalized 

white matter volume; NGMV = Normalized gray matter volume.  
$
Fisher’s exact 

Test; *Chi-square Test; 
#

Mann-Whitney U Test. 
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Table 2. Differences between MS+M and MS-M patients in the PAG connectivity 

organization. Areas with spatial overlap with principal brain intrinsic connectivity 

networks (ICNs)
27

 were grouped together. Results are presented at P<0.05 cluster 

size, FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons. 

Abbreviations: MS+M = Multiple sclerosis patients with migraine; MS-M = Multiple 

sclerosis patients without migraine, PAG = periaqueductal gray matter; ICNs = intrinsic 

connectivity networks; FDR = false discovery rate; RS-FC = resting state-functional 

connectivity; BA = Brodmann area; MNI = Montreal Neurological Institute.  

 

  ICN
 

Peaks BA Side 

MNI coordinates Peak-

level  

T value x y z 

MS+M < MS-M 

- Posterior caudal pons - L -17 -39 -38 -3.53 

Executive 

Control 

Middle frontal gyrus 6 L -23 11 66 -3.52 

Middle frontal gyrus 6 R 41 7 58 -3.31 

- Vermis - - 4 -61 -44 -3.38 

Basal 

Ganglia 

Caudate head - L -12 7 15 -2.73 

Thalamus - R 10 -24 10 -2.94 

Thalamus - L -9 -13 -15 -3.27 

Default 

mode 

network 

Precuneus 23 R 14 -48 16 -3.18 

Angular 39 R 45 -61 26 -3.02 

Medial prefrontal 

cortex 
9 R 12 46 24 -2.96 

Angular 39 L -46 -69 31 -2.95 

MS+M > MS-M 

Sensori-

motor 

Postcentral gyrus 1 L -61 -18 40 4.37 

Postcentral gyrus 1 R 34 -29 66 3.71 

Higher 

visual 

Inferior occipital gyrus 19 L -46 -84 -7 3.59 

Middle occipital gyrus 19 R 46 -82 -2 3.35 
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Table 3. Correlations between PAG RS-FC with migraine clinical measures scores in MS+M 

patients. 

Abbreviations: PAG = periaqueductal gray matter; RS-FC = resting state-functional 

connectivity; MS+M = Multiple sclerosis patients with migraine; fROI = functionally 

defined region-of-interest; MMD = Monthly migraine days; VAS-P= Visual analogue 

scale; VAS-P= Visual analogue scale; HIT-6 = Six-item headache impact; L-PoCP = Left 

Posterior caudal pons; ICN = intrinsic connectivity network. 

*Significant at P<0.05; **Significant at P<0.05 after Bonferroni correction for multiple 

comparisons (three tests). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 fROI MMD HIT-6 VAS-P 

rho (P) rho (P) rho (P) 

Pattern 1: 

Positive connectivity 

loss 

L-PoCP 0.56 (0.005)** -0.29 (0.104) -0.28 (0.111) 

Default mode 

network 
0.54 (0.007)** -0.29 (0.109) -0.32 (0.085) 

Basal ganglia ICN -0.27 (0.128) 0.38 (0.049)* 0.23 (0.166) 

Vermis -0.24 (0.156) -0.08 (0.366) -0.06 (0.399) 

Pattern 2: 

Negative connectivity 

loss 

Sensorimotor ICN -0.46 (0.162) 0.54 (0.007)** 0.57 (0.005)** 

High Visual ICN 0.014 (0.476) -0.16 (0.253) 0.23 (0.160) 

Pattern 3: 

Negative connectivity 

development 

Executive Control 

ICN 
-0.45 (0.023)* 0.12 (0.305) 0.25 (0.386) 
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Figure Legends 

 

Figure 1 – The PAG RS-FC organization in MS-M (A) and MS+M (B) patients. 

Maps illustrate the areas with positive (hot colors clusters) and negative (cold colors 

clusters) correlation with the PAG, obtained using one-sample t-tests and set at the 

statistical threshold of P=0.05 after FDR correction. The PAG-positively connected 

brain areas represent the “pain modulatory network”
8
. Images are presented in 

radiological convention, overlaid on a standard ICBM-152 template for anatomical 

reference. Connectivity cluster labels are also provided (circles), and abbreviations 

are defined in the main text A1 and B1 illustrate exemplary time-courses of the 

spontaneous BOLD LFF extracted from the PAG seed, and from the areas exhibiting 

the strongest positive correlation (yellow) and negative correlation (blue) with the 

PAG, respectively in MS-M and MS+M. Negative-correlations are characterized by 

an out-of-phase time-course with respect to the PAG.  

 

Figure 2 – Effect of migraine on the PAG functional organization outside pain 

episodes, in patients with MS. In the upper panel, (A) and (B) show the areas where 

MS+M patients exhibited reductions and increases of PAG connectivity as compared 

to MS-M patients, respectively. In the lower panel, A1 and B1 provide white outlines 

of the clusters respectively shown in A and B, in comparison with the positive and 

negative PAG RS-FC of MS-M patients. Outlines are overlaid on the same MS-M 

and MS+M PAG connectivity maps of MS-M patients which were presented in 

Figure 1-A. In A1, connectivity reductions in MS+M patients (outlines in A1) 

corresponded to areas where MS-M patients were positively connected with the 

PAG, thus suggesting a loss of functional integration in MS+M. In contrast, 
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connectivity increases in MS+M (outlines in B1) developed in areas where MS-M 

patients were negatively connected (underlying blue clusters), possibly suggesting a 

loss of functional segregation with respect to MS-M. Results are presented at the 

statistical threshold of P=0.05, FDR-corrected, in radiological convention, and 

overlaid on a standard MNI template for anatomical reference 

Figure 3 – Patterns of PAG RS-FC changes in MS+M patients. Three dissociable 

patterns of correlation changes emerged from the PAG-based connectivity analysis 

(see also Table 3): Pattern 1 includes regions with PAG positive connectivity loss 

(DMN, BGN, left PoCP and cerebellar Vermis); Pattern 2 includes regions with 

PAG negative correlation loss (SMN and HVN); Pattern 3 was characterized by loss 

of PAG positive and development of PAG negative connectivity (ECN). The yellow 

boxes show the RS-FC values distribution, for each region exhibiting significant 

differences with respect to MS-M (see also Figure 2).  

 

 


